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Lobo Club control dispute settled
By Martin Janowski
UNM Director of Athletics John
Bridgers said Wednesday night that the
issue of institutional control over the Lobo
Club, UNM's official fund raising
organization for athletics, has been
resolved through a compromise agreement
by both sides.
The agreement ends three months of
controversy surrounding the University's
relationship with the club. The most
recent episode was the March 19 hiring of
George McCarty as executive director
without UNM consultation or approval.
Bridgers sought institutional control in
order to comply with regulations of the
National Collegiate Athletic Association.
Both Bridgers and Ted McWhorter,
president of the Lobo Club, said they were
pleased with the agreement which allows
the University to administer all the funds
raised by the club, but keeps McCarty
under the direction of the club's Board of
Directors.

Bridgers said the agreement would
"I think I got most of the things I felt
were necessary to maintain institutional comply with the rules of the National
control over the Lobo Club," Bridgers Collegiate Athletic Association regarding
said. "It's not full control, but with the institutional control. uwe're going to be
similarity of thinking between George able to administer the funds which is
McCarty and myself, I don't think there'll something we weren't able to do before,"
Bridgers said. ,.That will satisfy the
be any problems."
McCarty was hired to replace Bill Byrne NCAA's guidelines of institutional
who resigned last December. He will be a control."
University employee, but his salary will
be reimbursed by the Lobo Club.
McWhorter was satisfied with the
McWhorter said McCarty will begin his provision in the agreement that calls for
job as executive director on or about April the athletic department to budget a set
15.
amount of money that needs to be raised
by the Lobo Club each year, which has not
"We'd like him to start tomorrow, but been done before. ''We can raise the
he has some things to take care of in money the athletic department asks for
Wyoming," McWhorter said \_Vednesday. and then whatever's left over can be
"I'm glad we could work it out and get rid turned over to the University for
of the negative reaction that's come out of scholarships," McWhorter said.
this. Our goal is to help further Lobo
Bridgers said the agreement also
athletics at UNM. We need their (athletic requires the Lobo Club to submit its
department) support and they need ours financial records to UNM for internal
right now."
auditing. Along with the auditing, the
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Lobo Club has also agreed to submit a
budget, which includes its fund raising
and administrative expenses, to the UNM
Board of Regents for approval each year.
This would give UNM more control over
the Lobo Club than they have had in the
past, be said.
"I see no problem with that,"
McWhorter said. "We'll make our books
available to the auditor. We have nothing
to hide."
Both Bridgers and McWhorter said
there are no bitter feelings between the
Lobo Club and the athletic department
because of the recent controversy.
"I'm glad we're back together,"
Bridgers said. "I think with the experience of a man like George McCarty in
the job, we can all work together."
"The new man we've hired is going to
help the University accomplish their
goals," McWhorter said. "We can begin
our fund raising again on a professional
basis.'•

Candidates face
student questions
during dorm foru~

The RHSA held a forum last
night in the Cellar of Hokona
Hall featuring the candidates for
president, vice president, and
senators for ASUNM government.
The panel directing questions
to candidates consisted of: Mark
Sims, Black Student Union; Bill
Littlefield, College Democrats;
Nancy
Baca,
Panhellenic
Council; Ray Marshall, Disabled
On Campus; Phil Hernandez,
Returning Students Association;
Laura Guys, RHSA; Alfonso
Gonzales, Student Veterans
Association; and David Griego,
Interfraternity Council.
The six presidential candidates
addressed issues dealing with
ASUNM
vicB-/HB!Iidentilll t:llndititltes snsw• questions fTom the FOI'um Panel Wednesday in alliances with administrative
,.
the Cellar at Hokons Hall. The csndidstes IH'e (left to tight) Jolyn McTeigue, Louise Wheeler personnel, the number of hours
and Pete Pi81'otti. (Photo by Dick Kettlewell)
each candidate has earned at
UNM, course repeat policy and
the posting of. campaign
material.
Ward Hurlburt said he is a
transfer student and has com·
pleted 17 hours at UNM. Robert
Lynch said he has earned 73
accepted UNM credits but did
By James C. Johnson
to call an election. Meywes was unavailable for not specify how many hours he
The University of New Mexico will schedule a
comment.
earned at UNM. All other
union representation election sometime between
The University and the union have negotiated a candidates have earned over 70
May 5 and May 12 for 11048 technical and clerical tentative agreement which calls for '• the election to
employees in response to a request by the Com· be held sometime between May 5 and May 12,,
munication Workers of America, a national union Smith said. Before a specific date can be set, "the
seeking to represent the University employees.
University and the union need to hire a neutral
University Workers United, the union's local party, like the National Labor Relations Board, to
By Julie Matsko
or~nizing committee, submitted authorization
The UNM Committee Against
supervise the election," she said. The date of the
cards signed by more than 30 percent of the gn:»Up election will then be scheduled for a time con· Rape staged an anti-rape rally
of staff workers that was designated a single venient to all parties.
Wednesday in the north lounge of
bargaining unit by UNM President William E.
The agreement calls for "three polling places on the Student Union BuUding.
Davis. The authorization cards were submitted the main campus to be open from 2 to 6. p.m. on
While some fifty students
Tuesday, following the University's rejection of a election day/'· Smith added. "Employees will be participated actively, the crowd
March 5'union demand for immediate recognition.
allowed to leave their work places to vote."
fluctuated in size as students
According to union organizer Jalene Smith, the
Philip Alarid, UNM personnel director, con· passed through the SUB and at
cards were counted and checked Tuesday by Henry firmed that "we are going to have an election," but times the crowd had as many as
Meywes 1 a commissioner with the Federal declined to comment further on the matter. He said 100 students.
Mediation and Conciliation Service. Smith said the an official announcement would he released before
Among the speakers were
catds submitted far exceeded the number required the end of the week.
UNM Police Officer Pam Bower.

May UNM union election
could effect 1,048 workers

coliege credits at UNM.
Candidates aU voiced their
opposition to the current course
repeat policy.
Students in the audience
addressed the candidates on the
posting of campaign materials.
Matthew Baca had improperly
placed campaign material on
tables in the SUB and La
Posada, said Elections Commission member Chris Block.
Three vice presidential candidates dealt with questions on
rapport with the senate and
communication between student
government and students.
Candidate Louise Wheeler said
"Student apathy is caused by
lack of communication between
student government and the
student body." Candidates J olyn
McTeigue and Pete Pierotti
stressed the importance of
leadership qualities in the vice
president.
Sixteen senatorial candidates
~ for 10 vacant full-term seats
and one half-term position addressed student apathy, the
ASUNM budget, the role of
ASUNM and the candidates'
abilities during their two-minute
presentations.

Rape rally moves into SUB
Bower spoke to students about
preventing rape.
' "If you have to be out you
should walk in pairs," Bower
said. "Try to stick to well·Ughted
places and if you're out in your
car keep the doors locked. Many
women end up as rape victims,
because of carelessness; if women
would follow simple safety rules
many rapes could be avoided."
Other speakers at the rally
mntlllU<'II <~llllW' :1
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National Briefs

127 injur~d in Amtrak,
freight train collision
LAKEVIEW, N.C. (UPI)Amtrak's crack Silver Star,
carrying 330 people from Florida
to New York, overran a stop
signal Wednesday and was
struck head on by a freight train,
injuring 127 passentgers and
<.Tewmen. ,
There were no fatalities.
The train had just rounded a
bend and come to a halt when the
freight train, headed for a .siding
to let the passenger train
through, struck it at 5:35 a.m.
MST in a wooded rural area 50
miles south of Raleigh.
An Amtrak spokesman said
118 passengers and two crew
members, carried from the scene

New negotiations
in transit strike

by ambulances and army
helicopters, were treated and
released at Moor Memorial
Hospital and seven were admitted
The passenger train, Amtrak's
Silver Star, had just rounded a
bend and come to a halt when the
accident happened at 5:35 a.m.
MST in a pine-studded rural area
about 50 miles south of Raleigh.
Seaboard Coastline officials,
which supplied the crews for both
trains, said the passenger train
was about three quarters of a
mile beyond the point where it
should have stopped to give the
freight mlling room to get onto
the siding.

NEW YORK-A transit crisis
that
has
paraly2<ed
the
metropolitan area eased Wednesday with settlement of a
strike against the nation's
busiest commuter rail and plans
to resume bargaining in a
walkout by city subway and bus
workers.
But monumental traffic tie-ups
turned normally congested
Manhattan into a motoring
nightmare during the morning
and evening rush hours, with the
return of thousands of work~rs
who stayed home Tuesday, the
firstdayofthestrikes.
An estimated 5.6 million
displaced commuters found a
silver linlng in announcements

who had poisqned food in two
San Diego markets. He told the
employee a bottle of salad
dressing had been laced with
cyanide and told him where to
find it.
'fhe FBI refused to say
whether the salad dressing
contained
cyanide,
pending
further developments in the case.
The extortionist demanded
that the employee gather a large
amount of diamonds and cash
and meet him at a drop near on
Interstate 10 and Bob Hope
Drive L'l the Thousand Palms
area of Palm Desert at 7 p.m.

Couples divorce
to pay low taxes
WASHINGTON- A
congressional committee was told

~:~:u~h~:::;;:a~g:;te!~:;:~ :;:!e:rd;~y~~o:!.that stays

Nurse indicted on charges
0 f murdering two pati·ents
LAS VEGAS, Nev.-A night nurse was indicted on charges of
murder Wednesday by .a grand jury investigating reports a nurse
nicknamed "Death Angel" tampered with the life support equipment
of patients in an intensive care unit of Nevada's largest private
hospital.
Nurse Jani Adams, 32, a former English teacher in South Carolina,
was charged with "reducing the concentration of oxygen being
supplied" to a liverpatientwhichcaused his death.
The patient, Vincent Fraser, 51, had been hospitali2<ed two months
when he died at Sunrise Hospital March 3 in the West Respiratory
Intensive Care Unit.
Adams was the midnight charge nurse on the shift.
District Attorney Bob Miller said the trial jury would have to
determine any motive in the case. He refused to speculate.
Police and county investigators launched a probe into a series of
deaths at the 666-bed Sunrise Hospital early last month but
ultimately concentrated only on the deaths of Fra2<er and Marian
Bartlett, an 85-year-old accident victim.
The grand jury returned a ''no bill" in the Bartlett death, meaning
there was insufficient evidence to show any wrongdoing. Bartlett died
the day before Frazer in the same intensive care unit, Miller said. Both
died on the midnight shift.
The investigation began a month ago when a nurse told police of a
bizarre conversation she overheard in which two workers referred to a
nurse they called "Death Angel" and predicted the person and ap·
.
proximate time the next person would die"

bargainers would return to the
tabletodayinthewalkoutbycity
transit workers.
Walter
Gellhorn,
chief
mediator in the transit dispute,
offered an optimistic assessment
of the situation in a statement
from the headquarters of the
Metropolitan
Transportation
Authority.

Extortionist
eludeS OfficialS
RIVERSIDE,
Calif.- An
extortionist who poisoned food at
two San Diego supermarkets
with cyanide later switched his
operation to a Palm Desert store,
arranged to pick up a diamondsand-cash payoff but fled the drop
site before he could be arrested, it
was disclosed Wednesday.
The FBI disclosed that a man
telephoned a Safeway store in
Palm Desert near Palm Springs
Monday afternoon and told an
employee he was the same man

byUPI
progress is made toward ending
the hostage crisis.
White House Press Secretary
Jody Powell read the statement a
day after the Tehran government
demanded America refrain from
"provacation or propaganda"
against Iran.
Powell said "We intend to
continue to be restrained in our
words and actions so long
as ... real progress is made in
resolving the crisis and bringing
our people home."
While the statement appeared
to be a response to Iranian
President Abolhassan Bani-Sadr
latest demand, Powell said "no
nuance was intended." He did
not elaborate.
Before Powell read the
statement, one White House
official said Carter is trying to be
cooperative with the Tehran
government's apparent efforts to
ease the crisis but "there are
obviously limits to how far this
president, or any president, can
go."

Couples who have divorced
rather than pay higher taxes
testified before the House TaxWriting Committee that IRS
laws make marriage an·
uneconomical choice for many
working couples.
Under current tax laws, two
people earning approximately the
ALTON, Ill.- Vandals sent an
same amount end up paying more unmanned bulldorer on a milethan if they just lived together long rampage through a
and filed separate returns.
residential area early Wed·
For example, if each has an nesday, police said.
income of $15,000 and they
The wild journey began at a
remain single, they each must mental health center construction
pay $2,605 for a combined tax of site, Madison County Sheriffs
$5,210, as opposed to filing a spokesman Kelly Hodges said.
joint return on $30,000 with
Vandals tore the locks off the
$6,238
tax.
Caterpillar bulldorer, turned on
its engine and let it go, he said.
"It took out three mobile
homes, one automible, four light
fixtures and made a big hole in a
front yard when it hit a tree and
WASHINOTON-President came to rest," Hodges said.
Carter's chief spokesm'Itl said
"We have no suspects at this
Wednesday the U.S. wiii be time. We're calling it 'The
"restrained in our words and Phantom Caterpillar."'
actions" toward Iran as long as
No one was injured.

Bulldozer takes
off on wild spree

U.s. restraint

hingeS On aCtiOn

==~------~--------------------------------------------~-------

U.S. not sure
what Iran wants
Compiled by UPI
A spokesman for the Moslem
militants said Wednesday the 50
American hostages in the U.S.
Embassy in Tehran will be
turned over to the revolutionary
council when the government,
asks for them. But there was no
indication how soon that would
be.
In Washington, a spokesman
said President Carter was trying
to sort out the conflicting signals
from Iran on the 15lst day of the
crisis. There was a report, that
could not be immediately confirmed, that Carter had sent a
message to President Abolhassan
Bani·Sadr during the night.
"We're trying to determine
what the position,,of the Iranian
leaders is," PresS'Secretary Jody
Powell told reporters.
Bani-Sadr asked Tuesday for
new assurances from the U.S. as
a condition for the transfer of the
hostages to government custody,
that it would not threaten or
provoke Iran.
"If he does, the revolutionary
council will undertake responsibility for the hostages until the
Majils (parliament) gives its
opinion on the matter; otherwise
it will not," Bani-Sadr said.
A White House official said the
administtation was not quite sure
"what it is they're looking for."

Audience absent at council
discussion of athletic code

Campus pollee officer Psm Boww lt~etures on methods of
self defense for women during a rally against rape in the SUB
organiZBd by the UNM Committee Against Rape. (Photo by
Pen-Chi Chou)

Sparse crowd attends rally
oontinued from 1>11:<' 1

l

were Pat Goode, advocate
coordinator of the the Rape Crisis
Center; Duffey-Ingrassia, an
advisor for the Women's Center
and Diana Spera2<za, a UNM
karate student.
In addition to the speakers, a
film on self-defense was shown.
The rum by Gerald Chave2<
outlined some basic self-defense
techniques that can help when
defend themselves if attacked.
Tables were set up at the rally
to distribute literature on rape
prevention and general information about rape. The tables
also were the market for some
rape prevention devices. One

such item was a whistle, to be
used as a distress signal by a
woman in need oi help. The
whistles were part of the committee's main project in rape
prevention, the Whistle Stop
program. The program was set
up as a community service to
educate women on how to insure
their personal safety. Another
device, aerosol chemical attack
repellents, ·was also displayed,
although the committee was not
endorsing them.
The committee said they plan
to hold these rallies on a regular
basis and hope that they can
decrease or eliminate rape.

Sit down and
•
gettnto
perfect shape.

UNM's insignia on it, as hap·
pened with former head football
Coach Bill Mondt in a Vaughan
Reality Company commercial.
The council should have a
rough draft of the final code by
their next meeting on April 9.
The location of the meeting was
another point of confusion and
was not decided. A.J. Ladman,
council chairman, snid he wants
to present a fir1al copy oft he code
t.o the UNM Board of Hegents at
their May meeting.
The Athletic Code was
requested by the Board of
Regents and UNM President
William E. Davis after the recent
disclosure of irregularities in the
Lobo men's athletic program.

~1!!\

ORTHOPEDIC AND CERTIFIED
PIISCRIPTION fOOIWEAR CENTER

Exercise Sandals
are in Season!

Come try on a palr ... so much
more than just another
comfortable sandal!

The Lacoste lllllgator shirt, a
classic In a rainbow of colors
for ladles' and men. Choose
from white, yellow, pink, red,
navy, brown, frost blue,
Augusta green. The famous
alligator
emblem
and
trademark Identifies the
IZOD® LACOSTE® sportshlrt.

$20
.?

and HOLLY NEAR

Command Performance®
For the looks that.get thelookst"
Sierra Vista Shopping Center

Arrowhead Square

Albuquerque, N.M.

266-2949
Mon·Fri 9·9 p.m. Sat 9·6 p.m.

Sat 9·6 p.m.

eluded in the proposed code.
Council members also decided
it is not their job to decide when
to schedule athletic events. It
would become their job if the
athletic event was in someway
hindering academics, such as
biiSketball games duFing closed
week.
"We will never again schedule
a sporting event during closed
week, if professors will never
again give a test or introduce new
material during closed week,"
said Linda Estes, director of
womens athletics.
Commercials or endorsements
by coaches are allowed if the
coaches' position is not used. The
council decided that this includes
the wearing of a shirt or cap with

CLASSIC STYLING
IN AN IZOD®
LACOSTE®
SPORTSHIRl

At Command Performance we
·know the secret of a welll·slllar,ed
haircut: adapt the hairstyle you
ask for to the hair you come
in with.
That's also why our haircut will
get you all the looks you're
looking for.
Shampoo, precision cut and
blow dry for men and women. $14.
No appointment necessary, ever.

Mon-Fri 9-9 p.m.

By Paula Easley
A confused UNM Athletic
Council met Wednesday to hear
discussion by faculty members
over the UNM Athletic Code.
But no one showed up to discuss
the preliminary draft of the cod1:.,
Without an audience,· the ··1.0 ·
council
members,
including
UNM Director of Athletics John
Bridgers, discussed what they
should discuss.
"What issue are we on? What
should we do? What exactly is
our job? We have two versions of
this, which one is correct?" These
were some of the questions asked
by council members at the
meeting that started half an hour
late.
including
comTopics
plimentary tickets, use of
courtesy cars, scheduling of
sports events and commercial
endorsements by UNM coaches
were brought up for discussion.
Next year $50,000 will be spent
for complimentary tickets for the
football program alone. This is a
cut of more than $100,000 from
last season. UNM football
players receive four complimentary tickets for each home
game.
Prospective athletes,
recruits, receive three complimentary tickets.
"We need to continue to do
this just to stay on an equal basis
with other schools," Bridgers
said, "Our giving of complimentary tickets is in line with
NCAA rules."
Bridgers also said that offices
or departments in the University
that receive complimentary
tickets, such as the president's
office which receives 20 tickets
for each home game, will be billed
for them later.
The council talked about the
use of courtesy cars within the
athletic department and decided
the subject should not be in-

with Nancy Vogl & Adrienne Torf
................. """" ...., • bulkli111 ......u........ hlmti•opped. !lponMnd hy 11.11••;•••.. w...........
!iiJryj""' & If, N.M. \1-llridpcle.

I
.

Monday,April7, 1980 7;30 P.M.
Kiva Auditorium, Convention Center

Relerved Tidtetsf $S.so• $6.50
$1 diiCOUnt for aeruor citizens & under 12 years, call. group ,ates.
T'ekets at all Tlckebnaster l.oeations & Full Circle Book. Store in
querque.
•

.............

~

.............,_..._..__...,...............................................

• 143 Montgomery Plaza Mall N.E.
Shop: Weekday• 10·9,
Sat.10.8, Sun. 12·5
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Charlie ·Harrison will be remembered
team and he had to rebuild immediately with walk-on players.
Then half-way through the season
he lost three starters. It's about that
time that one begins to wonder if
lightning can strike four times in
one place.

Before he leaves our campus to
take another job, there is one man
we would like to praise for the work
he has done at UNM.
Charlie Harrison began life at the
University as an assitant men's
basketball coach under head Coach
Norm Ellenberger in the summer of
1979. But, as everyone must know
by now, the walls came tumbling
down around Ellenberger and all
the king's horses and all the king's
men couldn't put him back up
again. So Harrison got the job.

There's nothing like adversity for
toughening athletes, and the team
pl<wed surprisingly well, actually
better,. than the six wins and 22
losses would indicate. And always
at the haart of it, driving the players
on, was Harrison with help from
graduate
assistants
Marvin
Johnson and Dan Davis. Both won
respect and admiration from

Not only was .he named head
coach for the season, but he was
left with less than half the original

DOONESBURY

F

by Garry Trudeau

hometown fans and even out-of·
state sports observers.
Harrison is leaving UNM to take
an assistant coaching job at Iowa
State, For Harrison the change is a
step forward in his career, and it
allows new UNM head Coach Gary
·Colson to build his own program
from the ground up.
Everyone involved in basketball
here will miss Harrison. His
determination to make the Lobos
competitive, against terrifically
uneven odds, and his remarkable
progress toward that goal have
fixed a solid place for him in the
annals of UNM's athletic history.
Bravo, Charlie.

!JANOWSKI

Wingshot
ByT.E. Parmer
During political campaigns
promises are made and issues are
created and faced. But there is one
issue, looming high overhead from
last year, that needs to be met and
dealt with head-on.
This issue, of course, is the
proposed and reproposed student
pub. While students seem to be in
favor of a local on-campus bar, the
powers that be seem to be
adamantly against such an en·
terprise.
Possibly the ad·
ministration's administration - the
state legislature - should more
carefully consider the aspects
before totally selling the idea down
the Rio Grande.
If a student pub were located on
the campus,. the proverbial foot
would be well placed inside the
door to begin charging state tax on
all goods and service currently sold
on campus (the state liquor tax
would act as precedent). Surely the
added revenue would more than
pay for the increase in alcohol
damaged bodies and salve any
moral constrictures felt in that
august body of solons.
Not only would more money
enter state coffers, but reason
would then exist to update this
campus cosmetically. Too long we
have lived with an "Old New
Mexico" style of architecture. Too
long we have lived without suitable 1
roadways
through campus.
Students are ready to handle this

change, I believe, and so I have
devised a plan.
The pub could be located on the
first floor of the SUB. This would
give easier access with fewer stairs
to climb and cease the awful ear
popping now experienced by
gaining altitude too rapidly. But
there is another reason.
If the pub were located on the
first floor in the Mercado, it could
be designed with a drive-up window. Preferably with three drive-up
windows. One for autos, another
for bicycles and the third for roller
skates. Hence all students could be
served as they deserve.
The roadway for campus-bound
vehicles could pass through the
mall between the SUB and Mesa
Vista, stop at the new Mercado
drive-up liquor window for treats
(perhaps a new UNM logo could be
designed for neon), pass around
the corner heading west into the
sunset, possibly stop at a newly
designed parking lot overlooking
the Duck Pond (for those romantic
at heart) and then be directed off
campus through a tunnel constructed through Scholes Hall, first
floor, of course.
While this proposal may seem off
the wall to the uninitiated, the
possibility does exist. Parking
permits from the pond would add
revenue, tickets from the pond
parking lot would add revenue, and
more jobs would be created by the
trash thrown from passing car

windows.
Physical education classes could
be added, something like Rolling
Drunk 101. Hence more professors
would be employed.
A road through campus would be
beneficial, since students who do
not deal with Central Avenue daily
would receive their training here on
campus.
Altogether, I believe this plan can
work. But first the people in power
must put thwir heads together and

realize the foundation of such a
proposal - money. For those who
are the first in, there will be the
most money.
So Instead of permitting the
legislature the privelege of driving
this baby through, let's see some
candidates take the bull by the
horns and show that we, the
students of ASUNM, really care
and are willing to put our energies
and money where our thirst is.
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Editor:
Clark, Cornez and Fountain have
a point, but one that does not
deflect the main thrust of the
argument.
Assume that graduation requires
120 hours and all courses are for
three credits. If Dick, after four
years, makes up the Biology and
Math courses that he is missing and
gets only F's then B's by repetition
in his fifth {and sixth) year his GPA
will fall to Jane's by the time he has
accumulated 120 hours.
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be printed and nnmes will nol be withheld.
The Dally Lobo docs not guarantee
publication.
All submissions become: the ptop<:riY or the
'!\lew Muico Daib lobo- and will be i!difcd for
!cnsHt t1r libelous COIHelll.
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• The year is 1990. The University
of New Mexico has finally matured
as an institution of higher learning
and has, through a majority vote of
the UNM faculty, completely
dropped physical education, intramural athletics and intercollegiatesportscompetition.
However,
the
Albuquerque
community still demands entertainment · and UNM has
responded to their wishes by
creating a new form of sport!'
competition in University Arena
called "Lectureb· ." A five-man
team of pro1ossor ~"rom UNM take
on another si: • •ols' professors,
scoring po1nts from a panel of
judges for double talk, confused
reactions,
misplaced
facts,
irrelevant anecdotes and general
overall boring pr!lsentation.
We take you now to a Lectureball
game between BYU and UNM at
the Pit for the WAC championship.
The 17,OOO·plus crowd has watched a seesaw battle and late in the
game BYU leads UNM by a slight
margin. Take it away, Mike
Clodderts.
"Mike Clodderts here with Scott
Carsell at University Arena and with
15 minutes left to go in the game,
the score is 67-60 and we've got
another barn-burner in the Pit. let's
wrap up the scoring so far. UNM
broke on top early with a
thoroughly boring lecture on
"Economic Customs of Aleutian
Indians prior to 1900" by history
professor Larry "Trivia" Watson,
but BYU came right back with a
condescending presentation of
"Mormonism in the 1980's" by
Rev.
George Righteous, the
youngest of three Righteous

8 rothers that have playild Lectureball for BYU.
"The game then settled into a
defensive struggle between the two
squads, both teams passing a lot of
hot air, but not scoring much. The
Lobos are down by seven, now,
and there's not much time left in
the game. Scott, can the L:obos
come back against this talented
Cougar squad?"
"Well, Mike, the Lobos sure have
their work cut out for them, but
there's still plenty of time left as
long as they plf!Y good, sound
fundamental lectureball and don't
collapse under the pressure. It
should be interesting to watch now
with anthropology professor Robert
"Bones" Krause coming to the
podium. He's the top lectureballer
off the bench and head coach
Buddy Mavis thinks he's the guy
that can spark the Lobos to victory.
This will be a key lecture, a real
pivotal play in the game."
"Krause is taking his best percentage shot at this with his lecture
on "Skeletal Podiatry of Cro·
magnon Man." He's starting off
well enough. Krause began with
three rldicu lous statements,
followed by a ludicrous dissertation
and is now in the middle of an
irrelevant anecdote •.. But wait!
Krause has dropped all his notes off
the podium! He's scrambling
frantically to pick them up but I
think he's going to get a whistle!"
"That's right, Mike. What a
disappointment for the young
professor! He had really changed
the momentum of the game with
that boring lecture until those notes
were dropped. But rules are rules,
and a pause like that cannot take
more than five seconds or it's a
turnover. All the Lobos can hope
for now, Mike, is a miracle."
"The Lobos can only hope for
that crucial mistake from BYU to
get the podium back. But the
Cougars now seem content to
stand behind it and let the clock run
out.
"Mike, if there's one weakness
on this BYU team, it's their problem
with using a lot of cliches in the
closing moments of the game. It's. a
legal maneuver that's used mainly
as a stall, but they had better watch
out or they'll get called for
redundancy ... i see there's a
whistle, Mike. Tell us what happened."
"While you were talking about
redundancy, the referee blew his
whistle and charged them with

exactly that violation. The podium
goes back to UNM and the Lobos
have one more chance to win it!
But Is there enough time?''
"There's plenty of time left,
Mike, but the problem the Lobos
have right now is finding a
professor to put into the game,
They lost their star lecturer,
engineering
professor
Lynn
Eargraph, to laryngitis last week
and the only professor Mavis has
left is a journalism professor called
Charley Cloaks, who has never
appeared in a Lcctureball'j:J'atnSI!''>d
· ''It looks Tike it's all over but the
shouting. Cloaks has already begun
lecturing on' his topic, "Editing for
the Broadcast Media." Maybe I'm
hoping against hope, but it looks
like the vocal student section is
starting to nod off. What do you
think, Scott?"
"I noticed the same thing, Mike.
The Lobo fans have really stood
behind their professors throughout
the season and it might help with
some favorable scoring late in the
game. But remember, it's still up to
the judges to make the final
decision. UN M needs a tremendous
performance from Cloaks to pull
thi; one off."
"Cloaks has just finished hls
lecture and I don't believe itl Every
one of the judges is staring off
blankly into space with confusion
written all over their faces! Cloaks
did itl He pulled off the miracle! The
Lobo fans have poured out on the
floor and are mobbing Cloaks! In a
tremendous comeb;~ck victory, the
Lobos have beaten BYU 70-07 and
won the WAC Lectureball
9hampionshipl Miracles can
happen in the Pit! Any final words,
Scott?"
"All I got to say, Mike, is give
credit to Buddy Mavis for a terrific
coaching job of this young Lobo
team. Nobody gave them a chance
this evening against BYU after
losing their star professor, but they
hung together, played with a lot of
poise and never gave up. The
breaks certainly went to UNM at
the right time. That kid, Cloaks,
was sensational. He's the hero of
today and the star of tomorrow."
"Thanks, Scott. The Lobos now
travel to Tempe, Ariz., next
Saturday, for the first round of the
NCAA tournament against CalState Fullerton. We'll be there to
broadcast all the action. For Scott
Carse II, I'm Mike Clodderts signing
off from the Pit. The final score
once again, UNM 70, BYU 67."

If however, Dick takes the same
courses as Jane, but randomly
distributes F's among them and
follows the pattern of three A's and
two F's the first semester and three
A's and two B's {repeats) the
second semester and does~this for
five years, he accumulates a total of
120 credits and a GPA of 3.75 at the
end of the fifth year.
Dick cannot both follow the
same pattern of grades that he had
the first year and at the same time
get B's in all the courses for which
Jane received a's, as I had stated in
mv first communication.

If the pattern remains unchanged
by the end of the fifth year Dick's
GPA is 3.75, but he has enrolled for
ten more courses than Jane had
taken in four years. In orderto keep
the situation parallel, Jane enrolls
for a fifth year and earns six A's and
4 B's. Her GPA remains at 3.6. In
the five-year period Dick received
30 A's, 10 B's and 10 F'sand a GPA
(including a year of graduate work)
and a GPA of 3.6 The difference in
the ratio o~ A's to B's accounts for
the difference in GPA's.
-Nathaniel Wollman
-·Dean, Arts and Sciences
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Fatso's Subs
Hours
Mon-Fri Bam to 9pm
Sat-Sun Noon to 8pm
Ne:~Ct to .McDonalds
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ELECTRONIC

1

II
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Must read schematics •• Be able to climb.

I

II

TECHNICIAN
Combination Electrician • Electronic Technician
Troubleshoot three phase ·single phase & de circuits.

I
I
I
I
I
I.I

Read drawings, run conduit • Troubleshoot Electronic
equipment NC Controls • communication equipment.
Call or write:
Employment Manager
Cabot Corporation
Machinery Division
P.O. Box 1101
Pampa, Texas79065
Phone Number: (806) 665-3701, Ext. 353

CABOT CORPORATION

J

MACHINIRY DIVISION

AN

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLYOYER

·········-------·
SHOW IT

IN STYLE.

SHOWCASE.
RENTALS OF AMERICA
Showcase Rentals of America now makes it simple and
convenient for you to exhibit your jewelry, arts and crafts,
pottery, miniatures. collectables and other merchandise
at conven1ions, trade fairs, bazaars. state fairs and arts
and crafts fairs. We can even help you with temporary
expansion needs. Showcase Rentals can provide quality
crafted portable showcases, display trays, and a variety
of miscellaneous fixtures that can only enhance the
professionalism of your exhibit. Available in assorted sizes
with adjustable shelves. these portable, locking
showcases not only display your product, they also insure
the safety and security of it.

Optional items including plants, main·
tenence materials and display fixtures also
available.

7208 Central SE
256-3400
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Students able to change curriculum
By Lee Hilley
Students can do more than gripe about
the lack of suitable courses or degree
programs at UNM.
A procedure exists whereby any student
can propose a change in the current
curriculum and have it considered for
<~doption.

Although few students avail themselves
of the prerogative, the Curricula Com·
mittee of the Faculty Senate has mo.re
than enough proposals from other sources
to sift through and evaluate.
I~ducation Found<~tions Professor John
'I'. Zepper, current chairman of the
<'ommittee, sat behind a mini-mountain of
proposal forms piled high on his desk and
acknowledged that it wns tough keeping
up with the steady flow of proposed
curriculum changes.
· •Primarily, a program change has to
mako sense," he said. "We don't approve
everything that comes through, by any
means.
•
"We also look at demand and then

judge whether or not there are sufficient
resources on campus, such as the library,
to handle it.
The Curricula Committee is charged
with considering proposals for changes
"by any individual or agency of the
University, whether student, faculty,
administration or other."
The committee includes one graduate
student and two undergraduate members,
along with thirteen faculty members.
Zepper snid student-initiated program
changes are infrequent and said 1-.,_ t :nost
students are unaware of their right to do
so.
Although few proposals are rejected
out-of-hand, some undergo lengthy
delays. Often they are returned to the
originator for further justification. Zepper
recalled that one proposal took three years
to run the gamut of deans and committees. The speed record is about one
month.
Not surprisingly, major changes are
often m<~ndated by fluctuations in the job

market. Zepper explained, "There are
always changing job opportunities.
Sometimes these jobs :require overlapping
skills. An example is the field of health
administration
"Eventually we become aware of the
logical relationships between two different
fields - health and administration - a~1d
the need to bring them together.''
Faculty and student interest or
developments in national or state needs
also <~ffect new proposals.
Program changes fall into three
categories. The first requires only minor
alterations, such as changes in course title
or description. These constitute the
largest number of changes and generally
can be acted upon quickly.
The second group involves requests for
new courses. These must by justified with
respect to impact on the libraries,
budgetary implications, possible course
duplication and the granting of graduate
credit where applicable.
Requests for new programs - new

New SUB director views his
job as a personal challenge
The new director of the New
Mexico Student Union said
Wednesday that he considers his
new position to be a "professional
and personal challenge.''
"A large part (of the Union) is
not being utilized effectively to
the betterment of the campus
community," said Cliff Holt,. who
was associate director of the
University of Arizona Student
Union since 1973 before coming
to UNM.
Holt said his first tasks will be
lo work on next year's budget for
the SUB and "spend quite a bit
of time on our food service
operations. But we need to assess
the needs of the student body
before we do anything specific,"
he said.
Holt also said he wants to look
at student committees and
revitalize the Union Board "to

Cliff Holt
get students involved again,
especially in programming

areas*,,
Before working at Arizona, the
Greenville, Calif. native was a
building project consultant at the

University of Hawaii and
associate director of the Western
Washington State College
Student Union. He was also
director of the Cochise College
Student Union in Douglas, Ariz.,
and assistant director of the
Wisconsin State University
Student Union.
"Ideally," Holt said, "the
student union should be the hub
of the campus with all kinds of
services. It should be a great
· learning experience for students
involved in it... a day to day
learning lab.
"If the union can serve those
needs, we'll have acheived a great
thing,'' he said.
Holt earned his undergraduate
degree at Oregon University and
a master's degree in public ad·
ministration from the University
of Arizona.

degrees, new majors or minors or new
degree requirements - constitute the
third group.
Aside from the Curricula Committee,
course changes must be approved by the
dean of library services, the college or
school deans, the dean of the graduate
school where applicable, and the associate
provost. New programs must be also
approved by the general faculty.
Duplication and overlapping of courses
sometimes present a thorny problem and
inter-departmental negotiations are then
needed to iron out the difficulties.
If programs were added without
previous consideration, the curriclum
would become bloated. Another tas'· of
the committee is to weed out courses in
the catalog, which have not been offered in
several years.
When his committee gets caught up
with the paper work, Zepper said. that the
next order of business is to revise the
committee's guidelines in order to expedite future procedures for all concerned.

Conference to study
.Carter foreign policy
Assessments of the Carter
administration's
policies
toward Latin America and
U.S.·Mexico relations will be
among the topics discussed
during the 28th Annual
Conference of the Rocky
Mountain Council on Latin
American Studies, which
begins today at the Santa Fe
Hilton Inn.
Sponsored by UNM's Latin
American Institute, the
conference
will feature
presentations by Latin
American scholars from
colleges and universities
throughout the U,S. and
Mexico.
Karen Rem mer, professor of
political science and a coor·
dinator of the conference, said
public school teachers are

invited to attend a special
roundtable discussion on
teaching Latin American
studies in public schools. The
session will be held April 5,
from 10:30 to 12:30 p.m.
Other seminars during the
conference will cover a wide
range of topics including
Chicano literature, Latin
American culture and art
history, the Mexican period in
the history of the Southwest,
development strategy in Latin
America and psychology and
spiritualism in Latin America.
Principal speaker at the
conference banquet will be
Abraham Lowenthal of the
Woodrow Wilson Center of the
Smithsonian Institution,
which is scheduled for April 4
at 7:30p.m.

Get ready for the
•lour of the Rio Grande.''
Tunc-up special- only'JOOO
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PIZZA INN PIZZA
If you like more on your pizza,
this is where it begins.
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With this coupon, bu;y any giant, large or medium size pizza at regular
menu price and get your second pizza of the next smaller size with
equa.l number.· ofingredients, up to three ingredients, free. Present
,Ja~·
this coupon with guest check.
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Molly Brown is a lusty, brawling, pushy woman whose
newly·acquired wealth won't buy her way into Denver socie·
ty. It takes the sinking of the Titanic to show people her true
character and she gains lame as "The Unsinl<able Molly
Brown.''
Music and lyrics by Meredith Wlllson •• Book by Filchard Morris.

Tickets on sale now at the Popejoy Box Office and
all Ticket master locations at ·prices ranging from
$2.50 to $8.50. Or call. ••

345-6577

to charge your tickets to your Mastercharge or
...
VJSAcard.
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Anderson

still in
GOP race
PHILADELPHIA
(UPI)- Rep. John Anderson said
Wednesday he will .continue to
seek the Republican presidential
nomination and has no present
intention of becoming a third·
party candidate despite a
disappointing
defeat
in
Wisconsin.
"The status is about what I've
said it is," the Illinois
congressman said at a news
conference. "I was disappointed.
I wanted to do better. But I told
you this morning in Chicago, as I
tell you this afternoon, that I still
intend to pursue the Republican
nomination."
·
But when asked about a
possible independent candidacy,
Anderson said; "I don't foreclose
any option."
He also announced he intends
to challenge Republican frontrunner Ronald Reagan to a
debate in advance of the Indiana
primary May 6 when he and
Reagan will be the only names on
the GOP ballot.
"Maybe if I' can get some
debates going with Reagan,
maybe I can beat him there," he
said.
Anderson noted that in the
Wisconsin primary "there was
only about a 10 percent spread
between the three {Republican)
candidates.''
"I do think I have a future in
seeking the nomination and I will
do it with all the vigor that I
can," he said.
"I freely concede that a writein campaign is a very tough
uphill fight,'' he said.

Another 'Who' conrert erupts in violence
FRANKFURT, West Germany
(UPI)-Karate-kicking
rock fans fought running battles
with police and dogs during a riot
at a concert by the British rock
band "The Who," leaving 14
persons injured, police said
Wednesday.
They said the brawl Tuesday

Death prompts search
for sabotaged chutes
FORT
BRAGG,
N.C.
(UPI)-Army officials refused to
reveal Wednesday whether an
inspection of the 82nd Airborne's
parachutes had turned up any
more instances of sabotage like
the one that killed an officer last
week.
Maj.
Roger Smith,
a
spokesman for the 82nd Airborne, said more than half the
8,000 parachutes had been inspected and officials estimated it
would take about a week to
complete the work.
The inspections were ordered
after Capt. Lawrence D. Hill, a
member of the elite 82nd Airborne Division's 3rd Brigade,
died March 26 when his main
parachute failed to open during a
practice jump.
Officials said Hill died when
his reserve parachute failed to
open until he was 100 feet above
ground.
A routine investigation
revealed
the
cord
th<~t
automatically
opens
the
parachute had been cut.
The Army Tuesday charged
PFC. Alivn Williams, 20, a
parachut4:l rigger with the 407th
Supply and Service Battalion,
with Hill's murder. Williams, a
native of Washington, J).C.,

Board elects new president
Jack Rust was unanimously
elected president of the new
University of New Mexico
Foundation Inc. at the board's
first meeting Saturday.
The foundation is a public,
non-profit,
tax-exempt corporation that will provide
financial support to UNM.
Establishment of theoundation is
a "historic event" for the
University, UNM President
William E. Davis told the board
members.
Other officers elected at the
meeting were Albuquerqueans
Jack Daniels, vice-president;
C.E. Woodcock, treasurer, and
UNM Director of Developement
Bob Lalicke:r as the foundations'
executive director. The executive
committee is composed of Ann
Anderson,
Haswell; Eugene
Gallegos, Santa Fe; Alan
Antweil, Hobbs, and George
Maloof of Albuquerque.
Elected chairperson of the
foundation's gift conunittee is
Charles Lanier of Albuquerque.
Hugh J. Graham Jr. will chair
the investments committee and
Maxine Friedman will chair the
allocations committee. Both are
Albuquerque residents.
Funds generated by the UNM
Foundation will support merit
scholarships, faculty research,
lectureships, purchase of in·
structional equipment and
CONTACT LENS SPECIAL
IS 00 Alrngon 1014 6Q
Call 'or low

pnr_P~

toll r'lr u>rn<

on hard

\OIIIpn~~t

Casey Optical Co.
3 11oor~ WP~t ol Your DnJg 1
4...10t"'tomo\ afWosl'"llnQton

265 8846

night was sparked by the a1·rest
of an American soldier allegedly
selling drugs in the audience and
was the first major outbreak of
violence at a Who concert since
11 fans were trampled to death in
a stampede in Cincinnati last
Dec. 3.
"The free-for-all started when

acquisition of art works and
library materials. Tax funds
currently provide one-third of
UNM's annual operating budget
and the foundation will seek to
increase the $3 million in annual
private support now available.

whose mother lives in Duplin
County, N.C., could face a life
sentence if he is convicted,
Smith said officials from the
Army's criminal investigation
division were not commenting on
a motive for the alleged sabotage
or saying whether any damaged
parachutes had been found. in the
inspections. Sources have said
other damaged parachutes had
been found.
Smith said the failure of Hill's.
main parachute to open was
called a "total malfunction" and
considered an "odd situation"
that caused Army officials to
temporarily suspend jump ac·
tivities immediately following his
death.

•

a patrolman tried to apprehend a m<~ny by the group, which wns
19-year-old American soldier who reportedly bndly shocked by the
was selling hashish," said a Cincinnati tragedy.
Frankfurt police spokesman.
He said m)unes included
"The Who hns gotten
"alcohol poisoning, wounds in paranoid. There was more
the lower abdomen, an arm security than I have ever seen for
fracture. It's a mixed list, a fairly a German rock conert," said U.S.
normal rock concert. In the Staff Sgt. Michael Brown, of
general euphoria (they) tried to Hantoul, lll.
do fancy karate chops and flying
kicks."
"Not only were there a lot of
The spokesman said three of uniformed police, but also a lot of
the injured were taken to non-uniformed guards," he said.
hospitals, while the others
Some 8,000 fans filled the
received
treatment
from auditorium and police with dogs
emergency medics in the moved in after hundreds who
Festhalle Concert Hall.
were unable to get in smnshed
Spectators said security was bottles on the sidewalk and tried
unusually tight at the concert, to climb walls and fences to get
the last in a tour of West Ge:r- . it, the police spokesman said.
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Double cross
the common crowd.

DOSEQUIS

The uncommon import
with two X\ for a name.
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C?ufles having co'!ception
dlfficulty can recezve help
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Demncraill ~ Are .o.ponsoring a debate for all
ASt JNM pre~HJc:ntlal and vice· presidential candida! eli

lmla.yUIIIOOJl OJl flte SlJJl northmaJl,

12:10 p.m.~A J.uncheon Sljcc of lnfor~

nmtim1: ''EdUCiltion of Indians, Part Ill.'•
- Sponsored by the Wus,on Wheels
Scwarc Unorc Uub. tonight and every Thursday, ?·9
p.m., in the SOn ballroom. D~:ginncn are welcome,
Squ•rt~ U~o~ncing

.and no purtner~ nn: rcquir~d.

Recepllon

For ('On(:cption'i Southwe5t show

b'iday, April 4, ?·10 p.m., in the ASA. Gallery. Arl

wurk, fi!Jm and music by UNM uudents.
'lht Mtnrlage of Flg~o~rn --· Opens Frh.lay, April 4,
If: I~ run., at Keller Hall. Show1imes Friday ond

April 4 and .5, II and 12, 8:15 p.m.,
'iunday, April 1l, 4 p.m. ·r ickcts ou Tickctmn~t~r and
Keller Hall. Th:kets arc $1.50 ror student~, faculty,

~aturtlay,

'ttarf nnd ~en lor cni;r:ca:s:

$4.~0 for

geucnd admission.

By NIUicy Baggett
The University of New Mexico
County Hospital offers an artificial insemination service as an
alternative to couples faced with
conception difficulties.
Director John H. Mattox said
the program, .which is not a
sperm bank, aids couples who
cannot conceive. . The mal~
h

THE UNION (SUB) THEATER

BritishAvant-garde Film
Films by Malcolm La Grice and Peter Gidal
tonight Thurs . Apr. 3 8:00 $1.25 & $1.75

You'll always get
the V.I.P. treatment.

..

a 7 day week • prompt courteous service • convenient off-street
parking • design and layout • typesetting • offset printing • copies
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partner with a low number of
spennatozoa may never sire
children and the use of a donor's
semen enables the couple to have
children,
Mattox
said.
Hereditary disorders and genetic
disturbances also are factors,
.which may indicate that artifical
insemination could offer the best
chances of healthy offspring, he
said. · ,. ·
'Dhe couple is usually referred
to the service through their own
physician, When the couple
contacts the service they are
given a thorough orientation as
to procedure and function of the
program, Mattox said. "There
are the same risks involved with
an
artificially-inseminated
pregnancy as with the regular
pregnancy," he said.
Once the couple decides that
artificial
insemination
is
agreeable to them, both partners
sign a request form. The form is
designed to protect the couple
and the physicians involved.
Mattox said the woman will then
come to the hospital during her
ovulation cycle. The woman
keeps body temperature charts,
which aid her in determining her

By Steve Thorp
Competition began Wednesday for the selection
of next year's two UNM Law School moot court
teams. Sixteen UNM law students are competing
for six slots. Winners will advance to the regional
competition next year.
In the moot court competition, two students
argue a hypothetical court case before three
judges, who decide which person has the best
argument.
Members of last year's teams, who finished first
in the regional competition and fourth in the nation
in the brief competition, are sponsoring the
competition.
Mark Mower, member of last year's team, said
the competition is based on two sections - a
written brief and oral arguments.
"The brief counts for 35 percent of the score. The
oral arguments count for the rest," he said.
The hypothetical case this year is: Light of the
Blind versus the State of New Mexico.
The Light of the Blind is a corporation that has
been using telephone solicitations for the last 10
years to sell light bulbs and has never received a

aline
andsa\e.
Do you really need a private line? Your answer might be,.
"Doesn't everybody need basic service?" And that's just the
point. You can have basic service-the option of an unlimited
numberoflocalcallsfpra:fixedmonthlyrate-withtwo-party
as well as. one-pqrty hnes.
So if you don't use your phone often, and you don't.
mind sharing aline with someone else~ you may find that. ·
the cost savipgs offsets.·. any in<pnvenience you might ·
encounter wttb two-party servtce.
.
·.
·
Depending on where you live, the difference in ·
cost between the two types of service am range anywhere from 20% to 30%. Even allowing forthe
nominal, on~-time charge required to switch your
type of servtce, the savings could be considerable•.
Your service representative will be happy to give
you specific infonnation on costs and savings
and see that you get the kind of servk..e you
really want.

@Mountain Bell

cycle, Mattox said conception
usually occurs within six
ovulation cycles. He said women
travel from throughout the state
to take part in the program.
"The insemination process is
quite simple, taking approximately two minutes to
perform and the women may be
inseminated by injection one or
two times each cycle until
conception occurs," Mattox said.
Donors for the service are
thoroughly screened, he said.
Their medical history is studied
to insure that known hereditary
or genetic problems are not
present. The center attempts to
insure the prospective offspring
fits in characteristically with the
members of the family.
"The donors used are
frequently medical students,
interns, residents, and graduate
students," he said. "We try to
locate donors who have fathered
children."
The donors sign a consent form
stating that they are in good
health and that they are not
responsible for complications
resulting from the insemination.
The donors are paid $20 for the

•
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Scuba diving course offers
undersea world adventure
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John H. Mattox

semen sample, he said.
Mattox stressed that the
artifical insemination program is
a confidental medical service.
The couples and donors remain
anonymous to each other. He
said the sensitive nature of the
program
dictates
emotional
support
for
the
couple
throughout the time they are
involved with the program.
Mattox has been with the
artificial insemination program
at the University Hospital for
two months. Previously, he was
involved with the University of
Nebraska's
insemination
program and was in private
practice in the Seattle area.

complaint. The members of the corperation are
blind, Mower said.
He added that the state has just passed an
ordinance that prohibits the use of telephone
solicitations for commercial use.
"The students are judged on persuasiveness,
how they answer questions and how logical their
arguments are in their briefs and oral competition," Mower said.
Several competitors said they have spent as
many as 100 hours a week, for the last couple of
weeks, to gear up for the competition.
Barbara Koeing, member of last year's team,
said there are many rewards for winning the
competition.
"Employers really want you after the competition. Also, it is a great opportunity to get
experience even if you don't win," she said.
The verbal arguments are double elimination.
That means if a person loses the first round, they
have another chance to win. If they lose twice they
are out of the competition, Mower said.
Winners will be announced Friday night .

By Mark Smith
Students beginning the rush to
Bandelier
Hall
for
fall
registration will undoubtedly be
swamped .with decisions when
choosing which classes to take.
One class that students might
consider for a nice change of pace
is scuba diving. No, it's not
Mickey Mouse's favorite course
- underwater basket.weaving it's a class to develop a skill for
adventure in the undersea world.
The two-hour class is offered in
both the fall and spring
semesters. It can also be taken
through Continuing Education.
The classes are taught by
Laurie Wiggins and Rick
Grissom,
both
National
Association
Underwater
Instructor members.
Wiggins said. the course is
offered in three skill levels: basic,
advanced and an assistant instructor program. Students in
the latter, who want to teach
scuba, will assist in the other
classes.
The beginning classes consist
of three to four weeks of learning
basic skin diving 'skills. Students
then learn teclmiques, such as
emergency swimming, drills and
games.
About the twelfth week, the
· class travels to Blue Hole, in
Sllllta Rosa, N.M., to dive. Prio.r
to this, all sessions will be held in
Johnson Pool.
"There will be two dives at
Blue Hole, one with an instructor
and one without," Wiggins said,
"with the purpose being to get
the students out of the pooL"
There is a $75 lab fee for the
basic course and $85 for the
advanced course, which covers
the trip to Blue Hole and all
equipment except for the mask,
fins and snorkel.
Classes meet for a lecture on
Monday nights and for diving .in
the pool on Tuesdays.
At the end of the semester,
students have the option of going
to San Clemente, Calif., for two
days for certification as a scuba
diver. The trip will cost $160- a
trip Wiggins said is worth the
money.
"The money will cover all the
equipment, the two day boat
cruise and all the super meals on
the boat. If it wasn't for the price
of diesel gas 1 the cost would be
less," she said.
Wiggins said students who
become certified will receive a
card stating that fact. The card is
required for scuba diving, and
buying or renting from a dive
shop.
"The reason for a card is
because diving is dangerous
unless one is properly trained,"
Wiggins said.·
The card is good forever but
Wiggins warns, "Like any skill,
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GENERAL ADMISSION: ADVANCE TICKETS '8.50 • DAY OF SHOW '10.00

THE ALBUQUERQUE CIVIC AUDITORIUM
APRIL 31 THURSDAY -7:30 PM
UR SERVICE AVAILABLE
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT: SEARS, CORANADO CENTER, BOTH GENERAL STORES,
KIMO THEATRE, BOB FARLEY MUSIC CENT.ER, POPEJOY HALL,
THE SUB TICKET OFFICE, BOGGlE AND BACH, SANTA FE.
Concert b YOU and DEJA VU

Another

one needs to brush up after a
layoff. Our policy is that any
student who had the course can
join our class or expeditions
IUiytime."
There is a scuba club at UNM
that will be reactivated in the
falL Members don't have to be
certified, but they must be able

to dive.
Wiggins encouages anyone
interested to sign up for the
class. "I don't lmo.w anybody
who hasn't enjoyed the course. It
introduces students to another
dimension. We offer the best
diving possible close to New
Mexico.

Spring Tennis Classics
entry deadline April 7
Entries are due by noon April 7 in Johnson Gym Room 230 for the
fifth annual Intramural Spring Tennis Classic Aprill0-13. A $2 entry
fee is required upon registration which will cover the price of tennis
baUs and tournament prizes.
The tournament, sponsored by the UNM Intramurals department,
is open to all students, faculty and staff.
All competition will be doubles and will be divided into competition
for staff, faculty and students. There will be beginning, intermediate
and advanced skill divisions.
For more information, contact the intramurals department at 277•
5151.

4X5 Accra Swiss Ill A View Camera both center & base tilts·
New$495°0
•
35mm Canon FT 81 f1.8 $160°0
35mm Pentax ME f1.4 $210° 0
New 40-85 zoom f3.5 for
Pentax K, Nikon AI,
Canon AE-1 -$1200°
SEVERAL MORE 35mm CAMER'
TRADES WELCOME.

ASUNM General
Election
April 8th 8r 9th

HOLYWEEK&
EASTER
Maundy Thursday Liturgy 7;30 P.M.
All nite Vigil9 P.M. to 7 A.M.
·Good Friday 12~3
Meditations every half hour
Stations of the Cross 7;30 P.M.
Holy Saturday
.
Liturgy of the Word 12:30
EASTER
The Great Easter Vigil ·5:00A.M.
beginning at the park east of Popejoy
& west of Johnson Gym
Candle light procession, Lessons
of the Exodus, Baptism and
Paschal Liturgy
The Paschal Liturgy 10:00 A.M.
Easter Week (Mon thru Sat)
The Resurrection Liturgies daily: 12:30

~-H. IUIPUIN

St. Thomas of Canterbury
Episcopal Clmpel
425 Uniwrsity. N.E.

EilUCA'TIONAL CENTER

Test Preparation
Since 1939specialiStS

265·2524

SUGAR HILL .....GANG

ClllllKh
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Arts

Chilean singers give benefit
A concert in celebratiop, of
Pablo Neruda will feature the
Chilean folk group "IntiIllimam" and Holly Near with
Adrienne Tor£ and Nancy Vogl.
This is a benefit concert in
support of human rights in Chile
and will include readings from
Pablo Neruda's work.

Located in the 1840
Salvador Armijo House; designated a
National Historic Place·.
Superb steak, seafood
and spirits seNed in an authentic
territorial setting.
Open daily 5 pm to 10:30 pm
Old Town, Albuquerque
618 Rio Grande Blvd., N.W.
Take 1-40 Old Town Exit
For reseNations call 242-39CO

The benefit concert is
scheduled for Monday, April 7 at
7:30 p. m. at the Kiva
Auditorium in the Albuquerque
Convention Center. Neruda,
Chile's most famous poet and
Nobel Laureate, died in 1973
after the military coup in Chile.

Inti-lllimani fled Chile in 1973
after the military coup and now
lives in exile in Rome, Italy. This
group of six men will perform
music of the "New Chilean Song
Movement" and Andean music
with traditional instruments.
They have recorded twelve
albums and have toured the
world in support of human rights
in Chile.
Holly Near, with four albums
to her credit, is well known across
the United States for her work
and support of peace, anti·
nuclear, feminist, gay and
political issues. The singer/songwriter performs a variety of

Edith Bunker is scheduled
for summer off-screen 'death'
~

i
I

All That Jazz
Directed by Bob Fosse
Lobo Theater
By Charles Andri!WS
Every so often- and it's not very often- a film
comes along about which there is no question of its
being a classic. It may be flawed, there may be
debate and disagreement over certain aspects. But
after the quibbling subsides no reasonably aware
consumer of the arts can question its status.
Cabaret comes immediately to mind. I couldn't
stand Liza Minelli but couldn't deny the film (nor
her perfect part in its success). Most. works in this
category are musicals, with holes in the story line
being overwhelmed by the overall production.
Cabaret also comes naturally to mind because it
was directed by the same man, Bob Fosse. The
only other two films he had directed were Lenny
and Sweet Charity - both of which caught plenty
of salvos from the critics, justifiably so.
So Fosse is not quite ready for a niche in the
pantheon of greatest film directors. He has not yet
shown the consistency of achievement of, say,
Stanley Kubrick. But two blockbusters out of four
is not a bad percentage, especially considering that

film directing is only one facet of his remarkable
career.
The bulk of his reputation had thus far come
from his work on Broadway. The main character of
the movie, director Joe Gideon, is Fosse himself,
juggling so many career balls and people that he
works himself into a heart attack.
Autobiographical works are always treacherous,
all the more so when you've led a life like his. To his
credit, Fosse gave us a portrait unflattering
enough that it must be close to the truth. If
anything, he may have gone t.oo far. All Tl•at il=e
could be considered Bob Fosse's therapy shared
with the wodd, and therein lies the territory for the
quibblers.
If Fosse took a gamble with autobiography, it
was also an opportunity too tempting to pass up.
For the choreographer part of him, it was a chance
to come up with numbers litnited only by his
imagination, and he took it virtually to the limits.
Though not strictly a musical, All That Jazz
succeeds stunningly on that level. It contains some
of the best choreography and dancing ever
recorded on film, and makes it a movie people will
return to many times.

HOLLYWOOD (UPI) - Edith Bunker, as played by actress Jean
Stapleton for nine years in TV's" All in the Family" series, will die offscreen this summer to be mourned in the fall when "Archie Bunker's
Place" resumes next season.
Edith is being killed off at the request of Carroll O'Connor, star of
the weekly CBS series, who hopes to find new avenues of comedy for
the show.
"We're not going to put her into a violent accident or anything,"
O'Connor said. "When the season opens we will learn Edith died in the
interim. You can't go on with a leading (!haracter who never appears.
It's stultifying."
Norman Lear, originator of the series, said, "The thought of Edith
dead is like losing a very close relative. No one feels it more keenly
than I.
"But to allow viewers to continue to enjoy the character of Archie,
Edith must go."
The Edith character made only four appearances on the revamped
"All in the Family" show-retitled "Archie Bunker's Place"-this
season. Stapleton left the show last season after nine years, saying she
wanted to do other things.

songs including ballads, honky·
tonk, folk and blues.
Reserved tickets for the
concert will be sold for $5 .50 and
$6.50, with a $1 discount for
senior citizens and persons under
12. Group rates will also be
available. The Full Circle Books
on Silver and Yale, all Ticket
Master locations and at Moon
Mountain Sound in Santa Fe will
be selling the tickets.
Child care will be provided.
The concert hall is accessible to
the handicapped and an interpreter will be provided for the
deaf.

By Ken Clark
Upon entering the Downtown Center for the
Arts to view Craftworks II, one senses that there is
something different about this crafts show - there
is no junk. There are unfortunately, too many
cliches in the show to permit an acclamation of
overall excellence, but even the cliches are done so
well that it does not interfere, but frequently adds
to the viewer's enjoyment of the show.
Craftworks II aims to present "the other side of
crafts - objects artists make to satisfy their
creative impulses." Many of the works do indeed
reflect that goal.
The works of Betty Colbert, Cecil Howard and
Helen Thompson may be classified as jewelery for
one's abode. Andrea Miller's "Moons Over
Padauk," presents a fine balance of the textured
and tonal qualities of wood and fabric. Ginna
Hetzel's "Midnight Fantasy," evokes dreamlike
images that range from the bizarre to the sublime.
"Peach Blossom Landscape," a porcelain piece by
Claude W. Smith III, is an exercise in traditional

COLidhave

If he'd only asked. You see, that's what counselors
are for. They can help you plan your career before
you graduate. Which is precisely the topic of our
next issue of "lnsider"-the free supplement to your
college newspaper from Ford.
We'll tell you how counselors can help take the
mystery out of planning a successful career. By
figuring out what you're best suited for .•• and then
helping you go after it. Success doesn't have to
be a big secret-if you plan it right.
And while you're checking out the next issue of
"Insider," be sure to check out Ford's exciting
lineup for 1980. They've got some great ideas for
getting you wherever you're going, in style.
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Chilean folk group lnti-11/imani

~craftworks II'

form, as are the jewelery of William Campbell and
the ceramics of Cecily Colbert (both of whom won
awards). By way of contrast, some works evince a
wry sense of humor, like Susan Bennett's "Altar
Piece: For Mother (And Marcel Duchamp?) and
"Movin' 55" by JoAnn Bulman.
Excluding Dave Madsen's turned bowl, the
works in wood are disappointing. No matter how
polished or rustic, the distorted organ-forms and
the unsittable benches and chairs remain tedious.
While for some of the artists represented, the
works in this exhibition may be their annual
contribution to the arts, there are others who
clearly make a habit of fine craftsmanship, design
and composition. Most notable among the latter
are Lucy Ann Warner, whose fiber works are
decidedly more than wall hangings: Lois Dvorak,
whose handmade paper works consistently delight
and intrigue the viewer, and Ellen Klein and
Martin Butt, whose fine porcelain work is unexcelled.
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4i0S
Anmta,296-2549.
MATH ll!WRING, 1()()..101, 120,12l, 150. Very
re!l'<•nahlc rates. Mike, 26~·453'1, evening\.
4/04
01\RI>I M·R'> START 1-ASY 'all Tnn·~ Till mg. U>8·
Milt
4101
I XPI'Il I TYI'JN(i ANil ~tlltntg. 268-S77ti, 10-5:30,
M-'i.
4'15
tXI'I·RIHiC Hl, An !'HAll: TYPIST: ttan·
~.:n!lwg tcrnl (1arcr>, lNtCr>o, rc~umc~. manuiCtlpt>.
~1}4 0167.
•
4130
fYI'INC '· ['I)JTIN<i NI·AR UNM.24J.ons.

4108

C'OUNSI·liNO ('()R 11 SOIANS 266·9?~1.
4128
I Xl'lRll N< H>, A('( l!RATI' 1\'PISl: Iran·
l<'fltl paper~, lcll~rs,

"tihlf1!1•

fCIUmCS,

nntnUICrlpt~

~·M·tll~~

Bookltor~-

4tOK

EARN $350/WEEK WORI\IN<l at home! No e~
pcrien~e

needet:l. Start immediately! Write: R~•inbolio,
llox 147-M, Jenks, OK 74037.
4/09
OVbRScAS JOBS~SUMMER/year round. Europ;,
S, American, Australia, Asia, e1c. All fields, $500·
$1200 monthly. Expenses paid. Sightseeing. Free
information. Write: IJC Box 52·NB Corona Del Mur,
CA 926ZS.
4/IS
CI.U.'S PIZZA. FULL time help wanted. 3.50 per hr.
lll-6 weekdays, apply after 1:30 p.m. please. 2004
Central SE. Across from UNM.
4/04

HUGHT'i YMC'A, 4901 Indian School NE, 265·
6971. Summer fun Camp counselors and Art
Director. Wmk •,tudy or ~alary. Must ftll immediately.
4/08
SUMMER WO.RI\ STUDY Job> with New Student
Orienmtion Program. Wmk with new •.tudents and
thdr parents. 1-ull·time and pan-time job:. available.
ApriY l>enn of Student~ Office, I 129 Me1a Villa.
277-3361.
4/ll4
RESEARCH ASSISTANT NEEDED for heada,hc
~tudy in clini~al research. Different drugs are being
~om pared for the treatment of severe headaches. This
rcs~areh is not funded by a grant and volunteers are
ncedcu who are willing to devote a few hours a week
to help organize this study. Anyone who is interested
in participating, should call, Alisa, 277-3342.
4/04

7.

TRAVEL

NEFD A PASSENGER to help With travel expenm~
Ac.lvertise in the DAILY LOBO classified section. tfn

Conceptions Southwest
RAY
1\UIYTA

OAVIDM.
SllPHENSON

Jt;( I~
Ht\RRI~'IN

TOM
OTTINGER

FORSALE

H>R SALE: NORDICA :;ki boots, good condition,
tfn
women'ssize8·8 112.266·3131 or296-5278.
ONE NEW AZUKI 27" ten speed bikc. Only $130.
<:all242·9663 after7 p.m.
4/03
1974 OP13L MANTA. 2 door, excellent condition.
throughout. 4 speed, new radials, low mileage, great
mpg. $2500. Nancy, 296-JSSS.
4/M
197S DATSUN 0210 HATCHOACK. $1800. Call
Carole,298·94l9.
4/M
1973 OLDSMOBILE CUTLASS. MUST sell. S9SO.
Negotiable. Caii29247S7.
4/04
16 X 46 MOBILE HOME- adult section. Universily
Village. $9000. 2SS·S9S9.
4/08
AMPHETAMINE: THE NEW treatise. A paper
dealing with chemistry pharmacolosy and actions.
Contains complete synthesis, general and OD in·
formation. Essential good ready. S7.SO. C. Connelly,
PODox464, Uelpre0hio,4S714.
4/IS
IT'S TAX TIME ••• and I need to sell my WurJizer
electric plano with bench, acoustic amplifier with
four Pluss&rcverb (200 walls), Kusino speaker
c!lbinel (containing four 12-inch speakers), MXR
p)lasc shifter, Shure microphone wilh plano mike
stand, and all the cords and plug!! to make the system
complete. Great for bands or for singing at weddings.
Complete set·UP only S7S(), Call 299·8940.
Hollywood is only a step away,
4/07
PARTING OUT 1968 BEETLE. Sno« tires,
generator, baucry and more. Kennetlt,821·95l7,
4/04
HlR SA I.E BY OWNER-2 btfr. with study. dose to
UNM, hospitals. Beautiful mountain ~lew. \~1,900.
A<sumc8 112 percent loan. 2SS·3331,
4/09
MINOl.TA XD-11 AUTOWINDER, 50 nun fl.7_,
13~mm 1'2.8. filters, case. 243·6274.
4/09
VJVITAR WIDE ANOI.E lens. 28mmt2:~ Wn;
H~ed mount, $15. Offer. 243·0555.
4. Ul
l'ARTH TONE ('tJAIR and lora. l.:xnu~l.!;,;j-;
ditilln. $125. Cnii292-47S7.
.J ut

6.

JAN

tll.A
lii'RSII

Nti~ON

MJ( HAlt

INJ,
OIKUIT

('1\R()t

llt\Rr
!RANK

Jill

!IRII\ioN

nvtN

I 1\LYIN

UHNCo

>TAIY

STfPIUN P
01\NIHS

tNNfR\T

JANll

<.t\\fN

M-.mR

SYlVAN
ROUERT
WAR~

VI\ !If
u\'/UIMIAN

AlAN

\\ll ~0:-.

'>rt Pllfr. I' 0'\NIH ~
Work by UNM urtim, including lilms by l.uis Uac.1, Mary Sloane i111d l.esley

Poling, and a musical performance by Mitch Salmen, Mike Schradcr,and Tim
Scllcllenbaum.

7-10 p.m.

April4. 1980

ASAGallery
llownslairsln lhc SFD

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

EMPLOYMENT

MA!>'>AOl TIU:RAI'Y (iJVI:N 10 uocwr's office:
ncar ~alllf1UI .by Judith Wci>bcrg, n A., Cerliflcd
Mu'olilfC l'ra,llhoncr. Deeply relax and cncrgue body
and n1md ....uh Mandala Ma~>agc. l'llonc 268·4194.
Student di~count.
4i04

HOUSING

llW ('llADEI.-SUPI;RB location neat UNM &.
Hu~ ~co ice c>ery :lO minutes. I bedroorn
or crfictcncy. $19H260. All utilities paid. Deluxe
k1tcllcn with dill1"asher & disposal, recreation room,
downto\\·n.

PART TIMU JOB, graduate students nnl~ o\tlcr
11oon5 and evening~. Must bqableto\1-urk I raJ.!\ ,,.,tl
Saturday nights. Must be 21 years ulu o\ppl> m
person, no phone calls, plcasa. Sa\c\\a\· I t<lH"'
Stores, atS704 Lomas NE', 5516 Mcnaul Nl·.
1111
SSJO/THOUSAND FOR ene~elope• wu nurl
Postage paid. Free information. Corn;~cr R :<,_. I' '1
llolll96D,Cocurd'Alcne,ldaho,8~814.

WV'agoJ"l .
Maken of Hond MM.

lrufl•n Jewelry
OLDfOWN

New Mexico Daily Lobo

Classified Advertising.
{betiL'I'I'O Jollrh.11lsrrr

and 0101 ()gy)

Open from 8:30a.m. to 4:30p.m. Monday
through Friday. Ads in by noon will appear
in the next day's issue.
Cost 1o~ per word per day for ads running
five or more consecutive days. 16~ per word
lor sin•Jie insertions.

~ ~~

I Al\l LOOKING Co expand my gru"intt bo\lne.- of
you are motivated and interc~ted in managemcm. and
are willing to put forth the time and df1>rt required m
b<:'ome 3UCcessful this mishl be the opportunn\
you've been wailing for. We offct rc!lrclllctll,
security, paid va:alions and a chance to pro~<e ~our
Wortb.Call268·8751 foranappointment.
4 OK

Cov-ered

Marron H a II'

'""I

4130

I "<<JJI'ill 'TtiTORIN{i. RI•ASC>NAI.IJE ratc~o
mmprtctn help. Calli cuy at243·5l48M 2~5-~908.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.,;:4109

4.

5.

EM PI OYMJ:,NT~CCJl OHAIHI
Mnuntain Re"Jrt employer• i•; ~ceking malt•
lcmalc aprli~am' for retail \ale\, food •cntn:. "'"I
other retail oriented job1. Mid·May throu~h nml
September l'or further information write: N:Hw11.il
Park Village, Nonh 3450 Fall River Ro~d f •. ,,.,
Park, Colorado, 80517.
~ u•
STORYTl!LLEHS WANTED f·OR S;tur.i;~
Storyhours. 268-46()1. Tre1passers William
SliMMER

~~.-·

J!llfkiii).' lo~ HI fruul •II JiiJIP•.un (illn·

lltuldlll~-

'•WIIUhling pool. l'V room &.laundry. Adult 'omplcx,
no pet~. 1120 Univcrlity Nl·.. 243-2494
tfn
I'I·RSON TO SHAHfi :l bdrm. house with one other
pcr'lm. htllank&Imliun S•h"ol. $100 plu< 112
nlihlie\. ~kc. Jeff, 2%·3696.
4/04
I·INH.Y FURNISHED 2 BEDROOM, newer,
carpcling, appliance~. fenced privacy. $175 include'
uulitic1. 262"17~1 Valley Rentals Inc. f'ec.
4/04
IMMAClll.ATI: ONE ULDROOM cottugc. Patio,
fcn~ed fur Fido. $125. Completely furnisl1ed. 262·
17~1. V~lley Rental~ Inc. Fee.
4104
WAI.I< TO CLASS. Clean, solid, one·hedrootn,
carpeting, pntio. $90, utilities paid. 262-17SI. Valley
ncnt~ls Inc. Fee.
4/04
SHARE EXCFI.l.ENT FOUR bedroom house. $99,
includes utilities. Near UNM. 266·247.6. Female.
4/07
H'MAUl HOUSEMATI:, LOMAS ~nd Juan Tabo,
furni'i11ctl, $160 includes utilities, Sandra, 243·4018.
4/08
l/2 BI.OCI< FROM UNM efficiency with off meet
parking. 898-0921.
4/09
l'l!MA! E ROOMMATE WANTED Ill share mobile
home with own private bedroom .and bath near
C'entral&Juan Tabo. $130 per month plu~ liZ of
clcctridty. C. all 296·0830 af1cr 6 p.m. weekdays or
anytime weekends.
4/09
CAMPUS <.'OMPAC'T APARTMENTS, 215 Yale
lllvd. SE at I ead. Studio npanments near stores, and
UNJ\1. $115 per month, free "lilities, $1.25 deJlOSit, 6montlt lca~e. No children, pets or roommate. See
rnanagcoll Apt. 2 oHall242·8219.
4/W

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Dally
Lobo
times(s) beginning_______ under the heading
(circle one):
1. Personals; 2. Lost & Found; 3. Services; 4. Housing;
5. F-or Sale; 6. Employment; 7. Travel; 8. Miscellaneous.

Enclosed$ ___ ?lcced by _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Telephone_ _..........

ACROSS
1 Profuse
5 Barge
9 Stalk
14 Heraldic
bearing
15 Parent
16 Gironde
wines
17 Call it - 18 Asian nation
19 Some exams
20 Salt: Fr.
21 Dependable
one: 2 words
23 Soprani
25 011-tich province: Abbr.
26 Queer
27 Not that
29 Bad: Prefix
32 Tablelands
35 Perlsher
36 - mutuels
37 Fusses
38 Penalized
39 Singer Murray
40 Obligation
41 Impart
42 Plains animal
43 Essence
44 Community
45 Relative

46 Key

48 Act of carrylng
52 Renewal
56 Roman law
57 Colorado
park
58 Horse color
59 Isobar
60 Metric unit
61 English composer
62 Acidity
63 Sea birds
64 Churl
65 Defeat
DOWN
1 Fewest
2 Preposition
3 Old-hat
4 Interjection
5 Grinned
6 Kings and
queens, e.g.
7 Persian bard
8 Abate
9 Booty
10 200 milli·
grams
11 Some Southerners
12 Drag
13 Actual being
21 Auto pioneer

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Tuesday's Puzzle Solved

PAD~IRABAT
A M I E
U V U L A
C

A M

THE

P

0 B E L l 0
L E S
T eo

T~B·

F L U B
A E II 0
c A G V
I

DV~A

T-

o e s

SCAR
Rl O.COL 0 R S
L A M A S . A GLOW. R U M
t 0 A H 0 A N D A R I Z 0 N A
p E T •

L

I

A R S

~I

M E R

~::1:::.""
HERE

ELM.AISLES

AXIS
L I 5 T
E T H 5

ALONGiHORE
S t N C E
A 5 I A
E N D 0 R
W E N T

22 Scottish VIP
24 Brag
27 Cheaply

made
28 Listen

30 European river
31 Claim
32 Built
33 Paradise
34 Newspaper
woman:
2 words
35 Regimen
36 Enamel. e.g.

38 Reckless

gamble
42 Nee
44 Seals
45 Earlier than

47 Ship area
48 Spinet. e.g.

49 Girl's name
50 Italian port
51 Exercise
52 Musical sign
53 This: Sp.
54 Bedouin
55 Bull: Sp.
59 Workshop

